age: +12
3 to 6 players
60 to 90 minutes

HEIST
The Godfather rounded up the best thiefs in town to break into the Imperial Bank. The team managed to
descend to the basement to crack the 6 huge vaults holding most of the national treasures. Once there,
things start to go astray! There seems to be a snitch, or is it an undercover agent? Who knows… The true
motives of the crooks exhibit and there’s not much left from the team that wa s.

HAVOC
The stealthy robbery soon turns into total mayhem! All crooks go straight for the loot while striv ing for
their personal compulsions: the killer wants to see dead bodies, the macho wants to display his skills, the
fearless thief is more excited when there are a lot of guards and the undercover agent promised the snitch
a shitload of cash for catching the others…Luckily there’s also the loyal thief protecting them.

GOAL of the GAME
Play havoc with your worst best friends: steal as much money as possible by cracking the vaults and escape
the bank basement before you get caught by the guards or shot by the others . If the money doesn’t make
you happy or win, you can still win by earning rewards for the secret goal of your character:

The Bossy Thief: the reward on her head is high ($ 700 k) because she’s the most manipulative of them
all, claiming most of the cash for herself.
The Loyal Thief : the reward on his head is low ($ 300 k) because he’s a brown-nosed thief, who likes the
tap on the shoulder of fellow unharmed crooks.
The Fearless Thief : the reward on her head is quite low ($ 400 k) because she’s does it for the kick of it;
the more guards the merrier.
The Psycho Thief : the reward on his head is considerably high ($ 500 k) because he’s sadistic to the
bone, prefering dead thieves over living ones.
The Macho Thief : the reward on his head is rather low ($ 400 k) because he’s a plain swagging thief , who
wants to show off and uses the least possible items.
The Snitching thief : the reward on his head is pretty high ($ 500 k) because he’s a damn snitch, turning
in his fellow crooks for the smell of money.
The Undercover Agent : there’s no reward on his head, because he’s just a nuisance that needs getting rid
off. He doesn’t get points for cash, but he can steal money as a decoy a nd rake in the rewards for catching
thiefs, dead or alive! But being a cop, he can only shoot the thiefs after any of them used a fire arm!

COMPONENTS
The modular game board consisting of 36 tiles of which 4 starting
tiles in the middle, 4 guard tiles in the corners, 16 clear tiles and
16 dark tiles.

Note: picture is outdated – there’s a 6th player (orange)

Dark room tokens, which are revealed when investigating or
entering a dark tile. Only on these tiles, following spaces can be
found: vaults (with 22 cash cards to get hold of), lethal electrical
traps, self-closing doors, storage rooms and of course laser alarms.

Some really indispensable meeples, dice and markers. From top to bottom:
2 smoke bomb and 5 dynamite-breach markers, 4 noise markers, 5 focus
counters in the same colors as the players’ pawns, 7 guard pawns which
are blue of course and four 8-sided dice going from ‘1’ to ‘4’.
As this game is a
simulatneous action
friend bashing game,
every player gets the
same 10 action cards
(cards of the white
player shown).

These actions are chosen at the same time, but the
actions are performed according to how much time they
take. Some actions are quick
, others take more
time
and others are really time consuming
The playing order is then determined by the positions of the focus
counters on the time track. Yellow is first, purple is second and
green is the last after red.
Being well organized thiefs, players hold
also some item cards like weapons,
dynamites, flashlights (31 cards in total)
and code cards for cracking the vaults
and deactivating traps, alarms and closed
doors (also 31 cards in total; you’ll see
later why that is…)

PREPARATION of a HEIST
THE MAZE
The heist starts by building a proper underground bank vault maze. There are some rules to follow while
laying out the tiles, because undergound bank vault mazes are not totally randomly built!
Looking at the example of a finalized maze below, there are 3 steps to placing it.
1) Place the starting tiles in the center and the guard tiles at the corners with the numbers going
from 1 to 4 in clockwise order.
2) Fill up the outer tiles randomly (each time 4 tiles between every corner) but place them so that
there’s always an outer wall. This cannot happen when there’s a 4 -way tile: the gap in the wall
acts than as a route to escape. The thiefs can also escape via the 4 corners.
3) Fill up the inner tiles randomly. Because of that some parts of the maze are not accessible.
Now, turn the needed tiles around (preferably from the inner circle, unless there’s no other
option) to make sure that every tile is accessible from each corner of the maze!!
In the maze shown below, there’s no reason to turn the tiles as it’s already happened by the great
bank maze engineers.

THE SECRET ROLES
There’s no heist without thiefs. Therefore the 7 secret role cards are shuffled and each player receives a
card. The other cards are put aside. That way it can be that some key roles (like the u ndercover agent) are
not taking part in the heist: this increases the deception and paranoia.
After these cards have been dealt, a ny player who is taking the lead, calls all players to close their eyes
and then asks for the Snitching T hief and the Undercover Agent to open their eyes so they know each
others roles. This is shown on the secret role card with the eye symbol
. After about 5 seconds the
talking player asks everyone to open their eyes back again.

THE OTHER CARDS
Like in almost every other game, players choose their favorite color and take the 10 action cards, the pawn
and the focus counter of the matching color. Each player is dealt an amount of item cards (face do wn) and
the rest of the cards are stacked face down next to the maze. The same thing is done with the code cards.
3 players: 9 item and 9 code cards each | 5 players: 6 item and 6 code cards each
4 players: 7 item and 7 code cards each | 6 players: 5 item and 5 code cards each
Then each player discards 1 item card and 1 code card from the sets of cards they’ve just received and
slide those cards under the corresponding piles next to the maze. This is not th e case with 6 players:
then players only remove an item and/or a code card when it ’s a duplicate within the cards they hold!

Let’s do this HEIST
GOING UNDERGROUND
The most arrogant player goes first. He rolls one of the
4-sided dice and places his pawn on the center tile
showing the rolled number (1,2,3 or 4). He places his
focus counter on starting area of the time track. Then
players roll the die in clockwise order, place their pawn
accordingly (there can be more than 1 pawn on a
tile) and stack their focus chips on top of the previous
focus chip. Example of a starting set up for 3 players,
with the most arrogant (green) player at the bottom.

TAKING TURNS
On the same sheet of the time track the playing turn
is displayed. Basically a turn consists of 3 phases:
1: choose an action card, 2: resolve the action and
3: move the guards and/or enter a new guard

CHOOSE ACTION CARD (simultaneous action planning)
This game is a simultaneous action planning game. This means that in
one of their action cards and put the m face down in front of them. As
action, the action cards are flipped over and made visible.
All player now take back the previously played action card to their
very first turn. This mechanism avoids that players can play twice the

this phase of a turn all players pick
soon as everyone has chosen their
hands. This is not possible in the
sam e action in a row.

PERFORM ACTION
Before performing the action, the focus counter is moved along the time track. This is best explained
directly with an example:
In a game with 4 players, red, green, purple and yellow played their first action car ds shown herunder.

As yellow has the top counter, he moves his focus counter as first and places it one step to the right (a
proxy of showing the time is passing by) and because his action card shows a down arrow
it’s moved
one step down. Now Yellow performs his SEARCH action… (all actions are explained in the section ‘ACTIONS
EXPLAINED’). Then Purple is at turn. His counter moves one step to the right and then it moves one up to
end with performing the WALK action. Because the sign on the red card is a
, he just moves his counter
to the right prior to executing his RUN action. The same counter move happens with Green, and as the red
focus counter is already on that space , the green counter is placed on top of it. Now Green INSPECTS the
surroundings. The result of these moves is shown on the time tracks below.
This means that in the next turn the playing order will be: purple, green, red, yellow.

As the focus counters move along the time track, one or more counters will end up on a dark spot; some
sooner than others. If that happens, it means that a new guard enters the maze at the end of that turn.
IMPORTANT: If one of the focus counters ended up on a dark spot, all the focus counters are placed back on

the starting space of the time track. Attention needs to be paid to maintain the same order, so this means
that the lowest counter on the time track is placed at the bottom of the stack and so forth…

MOVE GUARDS
The way guards move and enter the game is very innovative (yes it is!) and it involves rolling the 4 dice.
Before entering a new guard, the guards that are already down in the maze , are moved. Therefore the
player that has his focus counter on the lowest spot on the time track , gets to roll the dice in order to
perform the action(s) with the guards. That player rolls all 4 dice secretly behind a screen (any screen
you can find, even your hand perhaps) and then picks up 2 dice of his choice and reveals the result of
those 2 dice to the other players. The result of the other dice may not be shown to the others: that’s the
sneaky and interesting part of this phase! The values of the chosen dice tell in which quadrant the
guards will start their move.
Let’s make it clearer with an example!
Purple rolls 1,2,3 and 4. He can choose which 2
guards from which quadrant will move or which
guard will move twice, but not whereto they move,
because the movement is determined by 3 rules:
1st) If a thief is in the line of sight, the chosen
guard walks in the direction of the thief.
2nd) If there has been a noise that turn and a thief
is not in the line of sight, the guard follows the
shortest way to that noise (the guards know the
maze, so they can never be moved to a dead end).
3rd)If there was no noise that turn and there’s no
thief in the line of sight, the guard moves to the
center of the board within its quadrant. If the
guard is already on the center tile, he moves back
into the direction of the exit of that same quadrant
So, depending on his secret role Purple can/will choose different guards. If he’s the Undercover Agent
(wanting to catch as much thieves as possible), he reveals the dice showing 3 and 4. Therefore he moves
the guard in quadrant 4 towards the noise token (because of the die showing 4) and then he moves the
same guard again (because of the die showing a 3 as the guard is now standing in quadrant 3) and moves
him into the direction of red, because red is in his line of sight. If, on the other hand, purple is the Loyal
Thief or the Bossy Thief, he might want the thieves not being caught. In that case he picks the dice
showing 1 and 3. The die showing 1 has no effect at all as there’s no guard in that quadrant and the die
showing 3 makes the guard in quadrant 3 move to the left to go to the noise token.
It can happen that the player rolling the dice will be free to choose the direction whereto the guards walk!
This is for instance the case when there are 2 thieves in the line of sight, or whenever there are 2
pathways to go to a noise or when there is more than 1 noise marker. As soon as a guard has entered
the room with the noise, the noise marker in that room is removed from the maze.
After having moved the guards, it is checked if a new guard enters the maze: if a focus counter ended up
on a dark spot (as explained before), the 4 dice are rolled once again behind a screen. For entering a new
guard only 1 die is revealed and a guard is placed on the corner tile of the chosen quadrant. Per turn
only 1 guard may enter the game even if multiple events triggered a new entry (see later in the rules).

ACTIONS Explained
Now, you’re at the core of the game… Let’s just start with the most straightforward actions.

WALK & RUN

Just move your pawn 1 tile (WALK) or up to 2 tiles (RUN).
You may choose not to perform (a part of) your action, but the focus counter is moved anyways!

GRAB, SNATCH & PICK UP

With all these actions you can take any cash card, item card or code card that can be picked up from a
vault tile, a storage room tile or a database tile, but also on a tile where a pawn/player has been killed.
With SNATCH you can take 2 cards at once and with GRAB you take one card. With PICK UP you can combine
a move with collecting a card and can choose in which order you perform both actions.

SEARCH & INSPECT

With these 2 actions you can see what is inside a dark room before entering this room to avoid taking the
risk of setting off an alarm, being electrocuted or locked inside the room.

In the beginning of the game the dark room tokens are placed face down on a stack next to the maze.
If you would enter a dark room (dark tile), you take the top token from the stack and place it face up on
that dark room. It’s a big risk as it can be a trap which could eventually kill or entrap you.
So before going in you’d better use one of the 2 previous actions, SEARCH & INSPECT while being on an
adjacent tile . What you then actually do, is take the top dark room token, peek at it and place it face
down on the dark room tile you’re investigating.
The difference between the 2 actions is that with INSPECT you can just peek at the top
dark room token from an adjacent tile, while with SEARCH you can inspect the room
after or before having moved, but you need to have the Flashlight among your
collection of item cards to be able to perform this action. To prove the other players
you have this card in your set of item cards, you place it now face up in front of you.
You only show to the other players that you have a flashlight w hen doing your first
SEARCH, because it might be useful to keep this card concealed for the other players .

So, where do all the dark room tokens stand for??

A closed door (closing door) is a dark room where, when you enter it, all doors to that room close down
and you’re locked inside the room. To open the doors from the inside you can use the action called DECODE.
How this works is described on the next page. You can also deactivate the mechanism from an adjacent
tile (room) by using the same DECODE action, which is actually safer…
A laser alarm speaks for itself: as soon as you enter the room, it sets of an alarm and a new guard comes
into the game at the end of the turn, regardless of the position of the focus counters on the time track.
You can deactivate it with a DECODE action card from an adjacent room. You could also deactivate it while
standing inside the room, but then the alarm is activated a second time and then you’re being a really bad
thief or a saboteur!
An electrical room (electricity) is the worst tile to enter without having it deactivated upfront. If you
enter it, you receive a wound. If you have 2 wounds, you die (you also get wounds when you’re being shot
at, see later in these rules). You can only deactivate it from an adjacent room .
The storage and the database rooms are rooms which don’t need to be deactivated. If you enter these
rooms without having investigated them first, you’re quite lucky as nothing happens. But inside these
rooms you can find item cards (s torage) and code cards (d atabase). The item cards and code cards set
aside in the beginning of the game are in fact the ‘treasures’ you will find in these rooms. To pick up one
of these cards, use the actions GRAB, SNATCH or PICK UP.
You can only hold up to 10 item cards , but you can have an unlimited amount of code cards .
The vaults are also harmless when entered, but they need to be cracked, also with the DECODE action.
Inside these vaults you can find respectively 3, 4 and 5 cash cards (see numbers on the vault tokens).
How to crack those vaults is explained on the next page.

DECODE

With this action you can either deactivate a trap (closed door, electrical room or a laser alarm) from an
adjacent room or from inside the room (but it wouldn’t be best practice to do so) or crack a vault only
when standing inside the room where the vault is: you can’t crack a vault from an adjacent room .
DEACTIVATE a TRAP: On the 4 corners of each of the trap tokens , numbers are marked. To deactivate the
trap you simply need to choose a code card from your set that matches one of the 4 numbers . As you
deactivate the trap, you turn the dark room token face up, as it was put face down the moment you peeked
at it with an investigation action. So, - and this is important -, if you haven’t peeked at the dark room
token before, you can’t know what code card to play and thus you may not even attempt to deacti vate it
(by playing a random card in the hope it would be the r ight number). On the other hand, if you’re short
term memory is playing tricks on you and you’ve forgotten which code cards you need to play to deactivate
a trap, you may peek at it again. Your fellow thieves will most probably confirm you peeked at it before…
CRACK a VAULT : Each vault has a number on it. You’ve already read that it holds that many cash ca rds, but
that number also means that you need to play that amount (or more ) of code cards to crack it. But there’s
one condition: the numbers of the code cards must all differ from one another .
An additional feature of cracking a vault is that other players can assist you with cracking, even if that
helper is not anywhere near the room with the vault (which is actually not interesting for that remote
player, but it could be a way of giving someone a favor and wanting something in return!!).
An example: Quentin has entered a dark room with a big vault (marked with a 5). In his current turn he
chooses the DECODE action and plays his last 3 code card and puts them face down on a pile. He asks the
others if they want to help cracking the vault. Barbara, who’s in the adjacent room, wants to help (since
it’s a large vault) and places 2 extra code cards on the pile of Quentin. Before looking at the result, t he
card are shuffled and then revealed : it shows a 2, a 4, a 7 and 2 5’s. There are no 5 different codes and
so the vault hasn’t been cracked. These cards are not removed though… To be able to open the vault later,
another player (or Quentin 2 turns later as the same action can’t be played twice consecutively ) will have
to play the DECODE action in order to play additional code card (s) on that stack to have 5 different cards.
If you look closely to the DECODE action card, you’ll see 2 symbols. The top one show ing a
vault which meaning you can decode, and the bottom one, showing an hourglass. The fact
that there’s an hourglass on it means that whomever plays the DECODE action, will always
be the first player to perform the next action inside that dark room, regardless of the
playing order depicted by the focus tokens.
If for example, Quentin is cracking the vault and succeeds, he must be the first player to pick up cash
cards in that vault, even if another player that is already in the dark room has played GRAB or SNATCH. If
that would have been the case, that specific action is nullified and no other action may be chosen! If on
the other hand the decoding player, changes his mind and doesn’t immed iately enter that dark room,
choosing another action or direction, other players are then free to enter afterwards.

USE an ITEM CARD

This action triggers the usage of the item cards of the type ‘weapon’ or a ‘medikit’ item card.
Let’s take a look at all types of item cards.

Remove this vest after being
shot. You're not wounded,
but you're stunned.

The 3 items on the right do not require the USE action card : the Flashlight can be played when a
SEARCH action is chosen, the Borescope can be used when someone has played the DECODE action to open a
vault with 1 code card less and the Bulletproof V est is played (and instantly removed from the game) to
get stunned instead of taking a wound when you are shot by someone using a Gun or a Machine Pistol.
The 5 items on the left can be used when playing the USE action card
Playing the Medikit is the easiest: just heal yourself or someone else in the same room (i.e. take away 1
wound). After using it, remove it from the game. The words ‘single use’ on top of the card reminds you of
that, just like the Bulletproof Vest and the bombs (Smoke Bomb and Dynamite)
Using a weapon , either a fire arm or a bomb, requires rolling all 4 dice to see what the outcome of that
action is. The dice rolling is done in the same way as for entering guards: the player rolls all 4 dice behind
a screen and choses then 1 die out of those to show the other players.
Dynamite: If you roll/choose a 4, you can blow up a double layered wall in the room you’ re standing in. If
it’s a 3, only a single wall is blown up. To show this, take a breach marker
and put it over the
damaged wall(s). As a result of blowing up a wall, a loud noise
occurs and this makes a all focus
counters move one space to the right . To show where the noise has been generated, a noise marker
is
put on the spot. If a 1 or a 2 is rolled/chosen, the dynamite is not working and the item card is removed
from the game. Anyhow, every die result removes this item card from the game as it’s a single use card.
Smoke Bomb : A smoke bomb creates a fog permanently until the end of the game to slow down the others
players and the guards. A smoke bomb works a bit like a dynamite: it’s not wor king (and discarded) when
a 1 or a 2 are rolled/chosen, it’s also single use , but it doesn’t make a loud noise .
When a smoke bomb is set off, a smoke bomb marker is placed in the room and as a result following
actions cannot be performed in that room anymore : GRAB, SNATCH, PICK UP, SEARH, INSPECT, DECODE and
also RUN (the action is reduced to a WALK). Also the line of sight is interrupted, for guards to see thiefs
and for thieves to be able to shoot at someone else or a guard.

Gun: With a gun you can wound someone, and evntually kill him/her if that player was already wounded.
When playing this card, the 4 dice are rolled, just as with the bombs.
To be able to hit a player, that player needs to be in the line of sight , meaning the player who’s to be
shot should be connected with the shooter by a straight line. If a another player (being in another room)
or a smoke bomb fog is standing in between the shooter and the target, the targeted player cannot be shot
at. If more than 1 player are standing in a single room, all players in that room can be chosen as targets.
If a ‘4’ is rolled/chosen, a player gets wounded and is placed flatways to show he’s wounded . On top
of that, if that player still needed to perfrom an action, that action in cancelled f or this turn. This
action can be taken back in hand and chosen again next turn . If a ‘3’ is being rolled/chosen, that
player only gets stunned and not wounded, meaning it only loses his actio n (if the action did not happen
before this turn). In any case, if the shooting action was succesful, a noise marker
is placed.
A player may decide to have no specific target and shoot at no one. Still, if the action is succesful , the
noise marker is placed. If a ‘1’ or a ‘2’ is rolled/chosen, the gun is jammed and the card is discarded from
the game (and of course no noise marker need s to be placed).
Machine Pistol : This is in fact a more effective Gun which allows to wound multiple players in one single
room. All the above rules from the Gun also apply for this type of fire arm.
Guards can also be shot at and they can bear only one wound !! If a guard has been stunned, he will
not be able to move this turn. Guards never shoot players; they can only catch players .

DISTRACT

This action has 2 function: it serves either to alter the moving pattern of a guard of to make a fellow crook
have less action cards at hand.
DISTRACT a GUARD: In this case you actually generate a noise up to 2 tiles away from you, so that the
guards are forced to move in that direction. Imagine the generated noise being made by throwing an
object: this means that the noise cannot occur through walls. The trajectory of your ‘thrown object’
(whatever it may be) should be in a straight line or behind a corner. As any other noise making action, the
focus markers move on space to the right and guards will now move to thàt noise marker, unless you’re
being in the line of sight of any of those guards .
DISTRACT a CROOK: In this case you randomly draw an action card from a player’s hand and place it face
down on the other action card laying face down. The
moment a player needs to take back his previous action
card, he takes back only one card of his choice, but not
both. This means that from now on that player can only choose an action from 8 action cards instead of 9.
This action can be repeated targetting the same player, so that his ‘discard stack’ grows and his amount of
hand cards decreases further more!

And when does the GAME END?
The game ends when either:
a) the last thief (not the undercover agent) has been able to escape the maze
via one of the corners, via an exit created by a 4-way room on the outer
edge or through a breach made in the outer wall by a dynamite explosion .
b) the last remaining thief has been killed or caught by the guards.
c) the last remaining thief is being imprisoned in a closed dark room (rare).
d) an 8th guard would enter the maze (there are only 7 guard meeples),
meaning that the cops have surrounded the bank and that all crooks are caught and have lost the game!

COUNTING END POINTS
As soon as the game ends, all the players that survived the heist or didn’t get caught , reveal their secret
role and count the points for their secret roles. Remember that some secret roles get rewarded on which
player was ‘affected’ (= caught, killed or unharmed): t his reward value is shown on top of the card.
There’s no reward for the
undercover agent!
The players then add up the sum of all their collected cash cards to the above points and the player with
the highest amount wins the game (of course!). In case of a draw, the player with the role being the
most left in this overview, wins the game. Keep in mind that the Undercover Agent doesn’t get points for
the collected cash cards, but that doesn’t mean he cannot steal cash…

Some VITAL DETAILS
DYING
Whomever takes a second wound, dies. Yet, the game is not over for that player… From now on that
player gets to play all the time with the guards and can have a sweet revenge on his assassin! Multiple
(killed) players can play together as the guar ds and debate on the best moves.
As a player dies, his focus counter replaces his pawn in the room wherein he passed away. The
player doesn’t reveal his secret role! Instead, the secret role card and the item cards remain in front of
the player face down. The code cards are removed from the game. If another player enters the room of the
deceased one, that player can do a GRAB, SNATCH or PICK UP action to take the remaining item cards and
that player can also perform a SEARCH or an INSPECT action to look at the secret role card.
If a player has been killed, that player is unable to win the game anymore.

BEING CAUGHT
If a guard is moved into a room where one or more players are present, all those players get busted.
Those arrested players can now also play continuously as/with the guards.
When a player is being caught, all of his cards (code cards, item cards or role cards) are removed
from the game. The player doesn’t reveal his secret role ! The pawn(s) and the guard (who arrested the
player(s)) are also removed from the game.
If a player has been caught, that player is unable to win the game anymore, unless he was the
Undercover A gent. At the end of the game, the undercover agent still gets (double) rewards for caught
and killed thiefs and could eventually win the game!

DON’T GET CONFUSED
Some confusion may arise regarding the guards, the item cards and the actions SEARCH, INSPECT, DECODE
and USE. Therefore keep these little sentences in mind:
- Keep everything as secret as possible!
- You cannot decode what you haven’t seen!
- Decode a trap from the outside and a vault from the inside.
- ‘Single use’ means discarding after use, USE means utilizing a weapon or a medikit.
- The guards know the maze and can move through traps and closed doors.

NEGOTIATE, DEBATE, BARGAIN, MANIPULATE, MISLEAD
Apart from playing the rules, you have got to play each other!
Talking a lot makes this game much more fun and it also helps remembering/uncovering the rules.
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